Students for Socialism Event Observes Laborfest--In solidarity with global Laborfest activities, Berkeley City College Students for Socialism Club presents “Comme des Lion” (Like Lions). This French documentary film by Françoise Davisse (2016) traces the struggle of workers of the PSA auto plant in Aulnaysous-Bois, a poor suburb of Paris against management’s threat to close the plant. The title comes from the slogan of the strikers: “Let’s fight like lions! The conflict is experienced “from the inside” showing the workers debates and reactions on a day-to-day basis, from 2013-2015. Thursday, July 13 at 6 PM - 9 PM, BCC Auditorium. This event is free and open to the public. For more information, see the Facebook event page here https://goo.gl/aajJCz

Farewell and Happy Retirement to Debbie Wang--After nearly a decade at BCC, friends and colleagues of Debbie Wang gathered to wish her well as she leaves BCC and embarks upon additional grandparenting duties and other life pleasures. The EOPS office and the rest of the BCC family will miss the smile and enthusiasm that Debbie brought to not just the students but to the entire BCC community. We wish you well in your next adventure!
CHEM 1A BOOT CAMP OFFERED--Once again the Science Department is offering a CHEM 1A Boot Camp to help students prepare for the course for the Fall. CHEM 1A is known for its difficulty and is very demanding of your time and effort. The science department at BCC developed “Chemistry Boot Camp” to refresh the basic foundation of chemistry and chemical calculations. Chem 1A Boot Camp lets you review math skills for chemistry and practice solving problems. You will also learn how to work with scientific data to prepare for CHEM 1A experiments and study complicated concepts in a supportive environment.

The CHEM 1A Boot Camp is scheduled for August 8 - 11, 10a.m. - 12p.m. in Room 518. Boot Camp is offered at no cost for students. For more information please visit the Science Department at www.berkeleycitycollege.edu